
to a dream 

deferred?

happens 
What 

Or 

fester like a sore 

and then run?

Does it stink 

like rotten 
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Or crust and sugar over 

like a syrupy sweet?

Or does it explode?
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sun?



Teachers provide students opportunities to share 

knowledge about their own cultural background with 

their classmates.

A climate of respect for diversity through students’ 

learning to listen with kindness and empathy to the 

experiences of their peers is created.

Students deconstruct stereotypes about their peers’ 

identities.

Classroom activities include: Sharing cultural ABC books, diverse 

family structures (including LGBTQI families), field trips to 

cultural museums, guest speakers from children’s families and 

cultural centers.

Teachers provide 

opportunities FOR 

STUDENTS to learn 

who they are and 

where they come 

from.

Negative stereotypes 

about student 

identities are 

deconstructed.

Classroom activities 

include: Where I’m From 

poems (Christensen, 2000), 

self-portraits that include 

skin tone identification, name 

poems, family interviews, 

grandparent guest 

speakers, cultural 

ABC books.

Teachers provide opportunities for 

students to teach others about the 

issues they have learned about.

Classroom activities include: Newsletters, 

public service announcements, letter writing 

campaigns, creating documentaries, blogging.

Students identify issues they 

feel passionate about and learn 

the skills of creating change 

firsthand IN their communities.

Classroom activities include: Letter 

writing campaigns, petitions, linking with 

local grassroots organization

campaigns, speaking at public meetings, 

attending and/or organizing protests.

Teachers share examples of movements 

of iconic and everyday people standing 

together to address the issues of social 

injustice they learned about in Element 3.  

Teachers help students understand that 

working together, ordinary people have 

united to create change.

Classroom ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: Abolitionism, civil 

rights movement, the L.A. janitors’ strikes, 

various labor movements, student walkouts.

TEACHERS MAKE LINKS BETWEEN THE 

historical roots of oppression and 

the impact it has on lived experiences 

today.

Classroom ACTIVITIES include: Native 

American genocide, slavery, the 

Holocaust, anti-immigration policies and 

sentiment, media (mis)representations, issues 

that face their own communities such as 

gentrification or police brutality.
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Teachers move from 

“celebrating diversity” 

to an exploration of 

the history of racism, 

sexism, classism, 

homophobia, AND 

religious intolerance,AS 

WELL AS how these ARE 

forms oF oppression.
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These days of frustration keep y'all on tucking 
rotation 
I duck these gold faces, post up fee-fi-fo-fum bases 
Dreams of realities peace 
Blow steam in the face of the beast 
The sky can fall down, the wind can cry now 
 
(One day at the time, sun gone shine) 
Walk my barefeet (Walk my barefeet) 
Down, down valley peak (Down, down valley peak) 
I keep my fee-fi-fo-fum (Fee-fi-fo-fum) 
I keep my heart undone (My heart undone) 
 
(One day at the time, sun gone shine) 
I went to war last night 
With an automatic weapon, don't nobody call a 
medic 
I'mma do it 'til I get it right 
I went to war last night 
I've been dealing with depression ever since an 
adolescent 
Duckin' every other blessin', l can never see the 
message 
I can never take the lead, I can never bob and 
weave 
For my n**** that be letting 'em alienate me 
And the sound is moving in a meteor speed 
From a 100 to a billion lay my body in the street 
Keep my money in the ceiling let my mama know 
I'm free 
Give my story to the children and the lesson they 
can read 
And the glory to the feeling of all of y'all scenes 
Seen enough, make a mother****** scream, "I love 
myself!" 
I lost my head, I must've misread what the good 
book said 
Oh woes keep me, it's a jungle inside 
Give myself again 'til the well runs dry 
 

Equity Engineer Expectations 
 
Benjamin E. Mays 
 

- It must be borne in mind that the tragedy of life does not lie in not reaching your goal. 
The tragedy of life lies in having no goal to reach. 

- Not failure, but low aim is sin. 
- Every man and woman is born into the world to do something unique and something 

distinctive and if he or she does not do it, it will never be done. 
 
Letter From a Birmingham Jail – Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.  
 
But more basically, I am in Birmingham because injustice is here. Just as the prophets of the 
eighth century B.C. left their villages and carried their "thus saith the Lord" far beyond the 
boundaries of their home towns, and just as the Apostle Paul left his village of Tarsus and carried 
the gospel of Jesus Christ to the far corners of the Greco Roman world, so am I compelled to 
carry the gospel of freedom beyond my own home town. Like Paul, I must constantly respond to 
the Macedonian call for aid. 

Moreover, I am cognizant of the interrelatedness of all communities and states. I cannot sit idly by 
in Atlanta and not be concerned about what happens in Birmingham. Injustice anywhere is a 
threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a 
single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. Never again can we 
afford to live with the narrow, provincial "outside agitator" idea. Anyone who lives inside the 
United States can never be considered an outsider anywhere within its bounds. 

You deplore the demonstrations taking place in Birmingham. But your statement, I am sorry to 
say, fails to express a similar concern for the conditions that brought about the demonstrations. I 
am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis 
that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with underlying causes. It is unfortunate that 
demonstrations are taking place in Birmingham, but it is even more unfortunate that the city's 
white power structure left the Negro community with no alternative. 

 

I love Myself Lyrics 
I done been through a whole lot 
Trials and tribulations, but I know God 
Satan wanna put me in a bow-tie 
Praying that the holy water don't go dry, yeah yeah 
As I look around me 
So many mother***** wanna down me 
But ain't no n**** never drown me 
In front of a dirty double-mirror they found me 
 
And I love myself 
(The world is a ghetto with guns and picket signs) 
I love myself 
(But it can do what it want whenever it wants and I 
don't mind) 
I love myself 
(He said I gotta get up, life is more than suicide) 
I love myself 
 
(One day at the time, sun gone shine) 
Everybody looking at you crazy (Crazy) 
What you gone do? (What you gone do?) 
Lift up your head and keep moving (Keep moving) 
Or let the paranoia haunt you? (Haunt you) 
Peace to fashion police I wear my heart 
On my sleeve let the runway start 
You know the miserable do love company 
F*** do you want from me and my scars? 
Everybody lack confidence, everybody lack 
confidence 
How many times our potential was anonymous? 
How many times the city making me promises? 
 
So I promise this 
 
(One day at the time, sun gone shine)  
They wanna say there's a war outside and a bomb in 
the street 
And a gun in the hood and a mob of police 
And a rock on the corner and a line full of fiends 
And a bottle full of lean and a model on a scheme, 
yup 
 



Beyond the Dream 
From Martin to Kendrick 
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1. What Stanza or Line sticks out to you the most? Why?  
Is there a double meaning? If yes, what are the meanings? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What is the overall message of this piece? (Beside loving yourself) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What are some of the negative things in Kendrick Lamar’s environment 
that you’ve seen in the video and in the lyrics? 
 

 


